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Claudia Avril is a Hamilton-based artist and arts 
educator whose abstract paintings investigate 
notions of perception and explore the figure-
ground dynamics at play within paintings.  She 
is interested in the way paintings are activated 
by the participation of the viewer, and the subtle 
play between the way dimension is rendered in 
both the virtual and the actual world of things.  

Claudia’s recent work has centred around 
paintings on shaped boards and dimensional 
folding.  Her process includes capturing the very 
small differentiations of tone from real-world 
surfaces as data and bending this 2D visual data 
into 3D form, before actualising the artwork. 
Claudia’s paintings can appear to shift toward 
the viewer and generate a visual reverberation 
between illusionistic and actual space.

In theatre, the ‘fourth wall’ is the imagined 
wall that separates actors from the audience.  
The audience can see the actor, but the actor 
rarely acknowledges the audience unless they 
‘break the fourth wall’.  As a reference to this 
convention with its title Fourth Wall, this exhi-
bition considers a subtle spatial and perceptual 
region, described by the artist as “the threshold 
between a performed view of reality and the 
viewer’s reality”.  The artist lays out a similar logic 
with this series of paintings that uses illusion 
and visually questions the space between the 
painting and the actual/physical space of the 

viewer. The paintings in Fourth Wall attempt 
a crossing of this wall as they actively come 
forward to meet their viewer. To consider the 
virtual and the actual as equally ‘real’ neces-
sitates an acknowledgement of the intimate 
relationships between perception, affect, and 
concept.  Relationships that take place within the 
changing landscapes of the digital, the organic 
and the inorganic (and the increasingly subtle 
distinctions between them all). 

Historically the tradition of painting has revelled 
in illusion, employing a range of techniques 
that transport the viewer away from their space 
and time to another location. Representing 
the unknown or the imaginative brings these 
realms into play. The paintings in Fourth Wall 
have a different aim, they are constructs that ‘do’ 
rather than ‘represent’.  Hovering in the space of 
the fourth wall they are not static and instead 
attempt to spin, reflect or nudge their way 
forward.

The artist considers painting to be an illusion-
istic artform that can, in good humour, enable 
a ‘thinking’ space, a ‘feeling’ space, and a ‘being 
in’ space that fold together to create an experi-
ence. An experience that is fluid and changing; 
once built up, it can as easily be pulled down, 
assembled and re-assembled, with each percep-
tive encounter. 

“Perspectivism amounts to a relativism, but not the relativism we take for granted. It is not a variation of truth according to the 
subject, but the condition in which the truth of a variation appears to the subject. This is the very idea of Baroque perspective”.

Gilles Deleuze in ‘The Fold’
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Works list:

1. Infinity Mantel, 2017, inkjet print of hi-res scan, found objects, pine, perspex, urethane resin, 1250x4000mm (print)

2. Dissonance, 2016, oil on linen, 405x405mm

3. Soap Dish Wall-Shelf, 2015, oil on linen, 175x255mm

4. Plaskolite Painting, 2017, oil on wall, perspex, 600x600mm

5. Plinth, 2017, oil on linen, 505x273x273mm,

6. Silver Velvet Monolith, 2017, oil on canvas, pine, found objects, perspex, 1520x2103x350mm

7. Interference Landscape, 2017, Inkjet print on Ilford Photo Rag, perspex, 395x592mm

8. Variable Contents, 2015-2017, perspex, oil on linen, found objects, 300x165x165mm
 
9. Short Elevated Period, 2017, painted linen, perspex, wire, cellophane, 700x920mm

All works are by Claudia Avrill.  Please contact the artist if you are interested in purchasing any works.

Ramp Gallery is open Tue - Fri 12:30 - 4pm or by appointment.
www.rampgallery.co.nz
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